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Quantum physics, in contrast to classical physics, allows non-locality and indeterminism
in nature. Moreover, the role of the observer seems indispensable in quantum physics.
In fact, quantum physics, unlike classical physics, suggests a metaphysics that is not
physicalism (which is today’s official metaphysical doctrine). As is well known,
physicalism implies a reductive position in the philosophy of mind, specifically in its two
core areas, the philosophy of consciousness and the philosophy of action. Quantum
physics, in contrast, is compatible with psychological non-reductionism, and actually
seems to support it. The essays in this book explore, from various points of view, the
possibilities of basing a non-reductive philosophy of mind on quantum physics. In doing
so, they not only engage with the ontological and epistemological aspects of the
question but also with the neurophysiological ones.
In trying to understand the atom, physicists built quantum mechanics, the most
successful theory in science and the basis of one-third of our economy. They found, to
their embarrassment, that with their theory, physics encounters consciousness. Authors
Bruce Rosenblum and Fred Kuttner explain all this in non-technical terms with help
from some fanciful stories and anecdotes about the theory's developers. They present
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the quantum mystery honestly, emphasizing what is and what is not speculation.
Quantum Enigma's description of the experimental quantum facts, and the quantum
theory explaining them, is undisputed. Interpreting what it all means, however, is
heatedly controversial. But every interpretation of quantum physics involves
consciousness. Rosenblum and Kuttner therefore turn to exploring consciousness
itself--and encounter quantum mechanics. Free will and anthropic principles become
crucial issues, and the connection of consciousness with the cosmos suggested by
some leading quantum cosmologists is mind-blowing. Readers are brought to a
boundary where the particular expertise of physicists is no longer the only sure guide.
They will find, instead, the facts and hints provided by quantum mechanics and the
ability to speculate for themselves. In the few decades since the Bell's theorem
experiments established the existence of entanglement (Einstein's "spooky action"),
interest in the foundations, and the mysteries, of quantum mechanics has accelerated.
In recent years, physicists, philosophers, computer engineers, and even biologists have
expanded our realization of the significance of quantum phenomena. This second
edition includes such advances. The authors have also drawn on many responses from
readers and instructors to improve the clarity of the book's explanations.
A unique contribution to the understanding of social science, showing the implications
of quantum physics for the nature of human society.
Much of our understanding of human thinking is based on probabilistic models. This
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innovative book by Jerome R. Busemeyer and Peter D. Bruza argues that, actually, the
underlying mathematical structures from quantum theory provide a much better account
of human thinking than traditional models. They introduce the foundations for modeling
probabilistic-dynamic systems using two aspects of quantum theory. The first,
'contextuality', is a way to understand interference effects found with inferences and
decisions under conditions of uncertainty. The second, 'quantum entanglement', allows
cognitive phenomena to be modeled in non-reductionist ways. Employing these
principles drawn from quantum theory allows us to view human cognition and decision
in a totally new light. Introducing the basic principles in an easy-to-follow way, this book
does not assume a physics background or a quantum brain and comes complete with a
tutorial and fully worked-out applications in important areas of cognition and decision.
At last, science and the soul shake hands. Writing in a style that is both lucid and
charming, mischievous and profound, Dr. Amit Goswami uses the language and
concepts of quantum physics to explore and scientifically prove metaphysical theories
of reincarnation and immortality. In Physics of the Soul, Goswami helps readers
understand the perplexities of the quantum physics model of reality and the perennial
beliefs of spiritual and religious traditions. He shows how they are not only compatible
but also provide essential support for each other. The result is a deeply broadened,
exciting, and enriched worldview that integrates mind and spirit into science. Includes a
new preface.
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The classical mechanistic idea of nature that prevailed in science during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries was an essentially mindless conception: the physically
described aspects of nature were asserted to be completely determined by prior
physically described aspects alone, with our conscious experiences entering only
passively. During the twentieth century the classical concepts were found to be
inadequate. In the new theory, quantum mechanics, our conscious experiences enter
into the dynamics in specified ways not fixed by the physically described aspects alone.
Consequences of this radical change in our understanding of the connection between
mind and brain are described. This second edition contains two new chapters
investigating the role of quantum phenomena in the problem of free will and in the
placebo effect.
Authored by a highly regarded international researcher and pioneer in the field, An
Introduction to Quantum Optics: Photon and Biphoton Physics is a straightforward
overview of basic principles and experimental evidence for the quantum theory of light.
This book introduces and analyzes some of the most exciting experimental research to
date in the field of quantum optics and quantum information, helping readers
understand the revolutionary changes occurring in optical science. Paints a picture of
light in terms of general quantum interference, to reflect the physical truth behind all
optical observations Unlike most traditional books on the subject, this one introduces
fundamental classical and quantum concepts and measurement techniques naturally
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and gradually as it explores the process of analyzing typical experimental observations.
Separating itself from other books with this uncommon focus on the experimental part
of analysis, this volume: Provides a general overview of the optical coherence of light
without quantization Introduces concepts and tools of field quantization and quantum
optics based on the principles and rules of quantum mechanics Analyzes similarities
and differences between classical and quantum coherence Concentrates on key
research topics in quantum optics Explains photon and biphoton physics by examining
the devices and experimental procedures used to test theories This book is basic
enough for students, but it also covers a broad range of higher-level concepts that will
benefit scientists and other professionals seeking to enhance their understanding of
practical and theoretical aspects and new experimental methods of measurement. This
material summarizes exciting developments and observations and then helps readers
of all levels apply presented concepts and tools to summarize, analyze, and resolve
quantum optical problems in their own work. It is a great aid to improve methods of
discovering new physics and better understand and apply nontraditional concepts and
interpretations in both new and historical experimental discoveries.
Probably the most successful scientific theory ever created, quantum theory has
profoundly changed our view of the world and extended the limits of our knowledge,
impacting both the theoretical interpretation of a tremendous range of phenomena and
the practical development of a host of technological breakthroughs. Yet for all its
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Quantum Theory and the Schism in Physics is one of the three volumes of Karl
Popper’s Postscript to the Logic of scientific Discovery. The Postscript is the
culmination of Popper’s work in the philosophy of physics and a new famous attack on
subjectivist approaches to philosophy of science. Quantum Theory and the Schism in
Physics is the third volume of the Postscript. It may be read independently, but it also
forms part of Popper’s interconnected argument in the Postscript. It presents Popper’s
classic statement on quantum physics and offers important insights into his thinking on
problems of method within science and physics as a whole.

There is an underlying assumption in the social sciences that consciousness and
social life are ultimately classical physical/material phenomena. In this groundbreaking book, Alexander Wendt challenges this assumption by proposing that
consciousness is, in fact, a macroscopic quantum mechanical phenomenon. In
the first half of the book, Wendt justifies the insertion of quantum theory into
social scientific debates, introduces social scientists to quantum theory and the
philosophical controversy about its interpretation, and then defends the quantum
consciousness hypothesis against the orthodox, classical approach to the mindbody problem. In the second half, he develops the implications of this
metaphysical perspective for the nature of language and the agent-structure
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problem in social ontology. Wendt's argument is a revolutionary development
which raises fundamental questions about the nature of social life and the work of
those who study it.
Anyone who claims the right ‘to choose how to live their life’ excludes any
purely deterministic description of their brain in terms of genes, chemicals or
environmental influences. For example, when an author of a text expresses his
thoughts, he assumes that, in typing the text, he governs the firing of the neurons
in his brain and the movement of his fingers through the exercise of his own free
will: what he writes is not completely pre-determined at the beginning of the
universe. Yet in the field of neuroscience today, determinism dominates. There is
a conflict between the daily life conviction that a human being has free will, and
deterministic neuroscience. When faced with this conflict two alternative positions
are possible: Either human freedom is an illusion, or deterministic neuroscience
is not the last word on the brain and will eventually be superseded by a
neuroscience that admits processes not completely determined by the past. This
book investigates whether it is possible to have a science in which there is room
for human freedom. The book generally concludes that the world and the brain
are governed to some extent by non-material agencies, and limited
consciousness does not abolish free will and responsibility. The authors present
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perspectives coming from different disciplines (Neuroscience, Quantumphysics
and Philosophy) and range from those focusing on the scientific background, to
those highlighting rather more a philosophical analysis. However, all chapters
share a common characteristic: they take current scientific observations and data
as a basis from which to draw philosophical implications. It is these features that
make this volume unique, an exceptional interdisciplinary approach combining
scientific strength and philosophical profundity. We are convinced that it will
strongly stimulate the debate and contribute to new insights in the mind-brain
relationship. ?
In the past four decades, there has been growing interest in the exciting new
topic of physics in low dimensions. Thousands of original ideas have been
proposed in the literature, and some are confirmed experimentally, along with
several Nobel prizes which have been awarded in this field. While there are
several books available, almost all are technical and accessible only to expert
researchers. This book provides an accessible introduction to the field, with less
emphasis on technical details. Whilst this book does not provide a traditional
history of nano-science, instead it uses simple explanations and case studies as
vehicles to explain key discoveries and the importance of them, enabling readers
without a background in the area to gain an understanding of some aspects of
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nanoscale physics. It will be of interest to researchers working in condensed
matter physics, in addition to engineers and advanced students in those
disciplines. It also remains accessible to ‘physics enthusiasts’ from other
academic disciplines, as technical details are contained within boxes and
footnotes which can be skipped for a general reading of the book. Features: Provides an accessible introduction to a technical subject - Contains exciting
developments from the cutting-edge science being conducted in the area Authored by a recognised expert in the field
Takes students and researchers on a tour through some of the deepest ideas of
maths, computer science and physics.
This book explains, in simple but accurate terms, how orthodox quantum
mechanics works. The author, a distinguished theoretical physicist, shows how
this theory, realistically interpreted, assigns an important role to our conscious
free choices. Stapp claims that mainstream biology and neuroscience, despite
nearly a century of quantum physics, still stick essentially to failed classical
precepts in which mental intentions have no effect upon our bodily actions. He
shows how quantum mechanics provides a rational basis for a better
understanding of this connection, even allowing an explanation of certain
phenomena currently held to be “paranormal”. These ideas have major
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implications for our understanding of ourselves and our mental processes, and
thus also for the meaningfulness of our lives.
The core content of even the most intricate intellectual edifices is often a simple
fact or idea. So is it with quantum mechanics; the entire mathematical fabric of
the formal description of quantum mechanics stems essentially from the fact that
quantum probabilities interfere (i.e., from the superposition principle). This book
is dedicated to substantiating this claim. In the process, the book tries to
demonstrate how the factual content of quantum mechanics can be transcribed in
the formal language of vector spaces and linear transformations by disentangling
the empirical content from the usual formal description. More importantly, it tries
to bring out what this transcription achieves. The book uses a pedagogic strategy
which reverse engineers the postulates of quantum mechanics to device a
schematic outline of the empirical content of quantum mechanics from which the
postulates are then reconstructed step by step. This strategy is adopted to avoid
the disconcerting details of actual experiments (however simplified) to spare the
beginner of issues that lurk in the fragile foundations of the subject. In the
Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, the key idea is measurement.
But "measurement" carries an entirely different meaning from the connotation
that the term carries elsewhere in physics. This book strives to underline this as
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strongly as possible. The book is intended as an undergraduate text for a first
course in quantum mechanics. Since the book is self contained, it may also be
used by enthusiastic outsiders interested to get a glimpse of the core content of
the subject. Features: Demonstrates why linear algebra is the appropriate
mathematical language for quantum mechanics. Uses a reconstructive approach
to motivate the postulates of quantum mechanics. Builds the vocabulary of
quantum mechanics by showing how the entire body of its conceptual ingredients
can be constructed from the single notion of quantum measurement.
'This is about gob-smacking science at the far end of reason ... Take it nice and
easy and savour the experience of your mind being blown without recourse to
hallucinogens' Nicholas Lezard, Guardian For most people, quantum theory is a
byword for mysterious, impenetrable science. And yet for many years it was
equally baffling for scientists themselves. In this magisterial book, Manjit Kumar
gives a dramatic and superbly-written history of this fundamental scientific
revolution, and the divisive debate at its core. Quantum theory looks at the very
building blocks of our world, the particles and processes without which it could
not exist. Yet for 60 years most physicists believed that quantum theory denied
the very existence of reality itself. In this tour de force of science history, Manjit
Kumar shows how the golden age of physics ignited the greatest intellectual
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debate of the twentieth century. Quantum theory is weird. In 1905, Albert Einstein
suggested that light was a particle, not a wave, defying a century of experiments.
Werner Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and Erwin Schrodinger's famous deadand-alive cat are similarly strange. As Niels Bohr said, if you weren't shocked by
quantum theory, you didn't really understand it. While "Quantum" sets the
science in the context of the great upheavals of the modern age, Kumar's
centrepiece is the conflict between Einstein and Bohr over the nature of reality
and the soul of science. 'Bohr brainwashed a whole generation of physicists into
believing that the problem had been solved', lamented the Nobel Prize-winning
physicist Murray Gell-Mann. But in "Quantum", Kumar brings Einstein back to the
centre of the quantum debate. "Quantum" is the essential read for anyone
fascinated by this complex and thrilling story and by the band of brilliant men at
its heart.
David Bohm is one of the foremost scientific thinkers of today and one of the
most distinguished scientists of his generation. His challenge to the conventional
understanding of quantum theory has led scientists to reexamine what it is they
are going and his ideas have been an inspiration across a wide range of
disciplines. Quantum Implications is a collection of original contributions by many
of the world' s leading scholars and is dedicated to David Bohm, his work and the
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issues raised by his ideas. The contributors range across physics, philosophy,
biology, art, psychology, and include some of the most distinguished scientists of
the day. There is an excellent introduction by the editors, putting Bohm's work in
context and setting right some of the misconceptions that have persisted about
the work of David Bohm
This book covers the entire span of quantum mechanics whose developments
have taken place during the early part of the twentieth century up till the present
day. We start with the Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom followed by
Schrodinger's wave mechanics with its application to the solution of calculating
the energy spectrum of a particle in a box, the harmonic oscillator and finally the
hydrogen atom. Heisenberg's matrix mechanics and its duality with Schrodinger's
wave mechanics, quantum mechanics in the interaction picture. Dirac's relativistic
theory of the electron exhibiting the spin of the electron as a relativistic effect
when it interacts with an external electromagnetic field. Feynman's path integral
approach to non-relativistic quantum mechanics with is a marvellous intuitive
interpretation as a sum over paths and how classical mechanics is obtained from
its limit as Planck' constant tends to zero, methods for computing the spectra of
the Dirac Hamiltonian in a radial potential, quantum field theory as developed by
Feynman, Schwinger, Tomonaga and Dyson for describing the interaction
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between electrons, positrons, and photons via propagators using both the
operator theoretic expansions and Feynman's path integral. We also introduce
time independent and time dependent perturbation theory in quantum mechanics
with applications to quantum gate design for quantum computers forming a major
part of the research conducted by the author's research group, Quantum noise
introduced into the Schrodinger and Dirac's equation based on the HudsonParthasarathy quantum stochastic calculus in Boson Fock space, scattering
theory and wave operators with applications to quantum gate design, some
aspects of second quantization like the interpretation of Boson Fock space in
terms of harmonic oscillator algebras and the BCS theory of superconductivity,
Wigner-Mackey-Frobenius theory of induced representations of a group with
applications to Wigner's theory of particle classification, Dirac's equation in a
gravitational field and Yang-Mills non-Abelian gauge theories with application to
the construction of unified quantum field theories and finally, the more recent
theory of super-symmetry which is a Boson-Fermion unification theory. We have
discussed the statistics of Boson's, Fermions and Maxwell-Boltzmann based on
entropy maximization. The book is written in problem-solution format and it would
be of use to physicists and engineers interested respectively in developing
unified field theories and in the design of quantum gates. Note: T&F does not sell
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or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka.
The recent years have been characterized by stormy social protests throughout the world.
These protests have some commonalities, but at the same time, their sociopolitical,
psychological, and economic contexts differ essentially. An important class of such protests is
known as color revolutions. The analysis of these events in social and political literature is
characterized by huge diversity of opinions. We remark that the sociopolitical perturbations
under consideration are characterized by the cascade dynamics leading to the exponential
amplification of coherent social actions. In quantum physics, such exponential and coherent
amplification is the basic feature of laser’s functioning. (“Laser” is acronym for light
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation). In this book we explore the theory of laser to
model aforementioned waves of social protests, from color revolutions to Brexit and Trump’s
election. We call such social processes Stimulated Amplification of Social Actions (SASA), but
to keep closer to the analogy with physics we merely operate with the term “social laser.”
An overview of how complex systems from a variety of fields can be modelled using principles
of quantum mechanics; from biology and ecology, to sociology and decision-making. The
mathematical basis of these models is fully described, providing a self-contained introduction
for students and researchers in applied mathematics or theoretical physics.
International friendship is a distinct type of interstate relationship, and that as such, it can
contribute to capture aspects of international politics that have long remained unattended. This
book offers a framework for analyzing friendship in international politics by presenting a variety
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of conceptual approaches and empirical cases.
Even though time-dependent spectroscopic techniques continue to push the frontier of
chemical physics, they receive scant mention in introductory courses and are poorly covered in
standard texts. Quantum Dynamics: Applications in Biological and Materials Systems bridges
the gap between what is traditionally taught in a one-semester quantum chemistr
The present wave of interest in quantum foundations is caused by the tremendous
development of quantum information science and its applications to quantum computing and
quantum communication. It has become clear that some of the difficulties encountered in
realizations of quantum information processing have roots at the very fundamental level. To
solve such problems, quantum theory has to be reconsidered. This book is devoted to the
analysis of the probabilistic structure of quantum theory, probing the limits of classical
probabilistic representation of quantum phenomena.
This new book unites in one volume some of the most prominent critiques of Alexander
Wendt's constructivist theory of international relations and includes the first comprehensive
reply by Wendt. Partly reprints of benchmark articles, partly new original critiques, the critical
chapters are informed by a wide array of contending theories ranging from realism to
poststructuralism. The collected leading theorists critique Wendt’s seminal book Social Theory
of International Politics and his subsequent revisions. They take issue with the full panoply of
Wendt’s approach, such as his alleged positivism, his critique of the realist school, the
conceptualism of identity, and his teleological theory of history. Wendt’s reply is not limited to
rebuttal only. For the first time, he develops his recent idea of quantum social science, as well
as its implications for theorising international relations. This unique volume will be a necessary
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companion to Wendt’s book for students and researchers seeking a better understanding of
his work, and also offers one of the most up-to-date collections on constructivist theorizing.
"I loved the book! This book is not just interesting, it is exciting. I have probably read every
significant book in the field, and this is the strongest and most convincing one yet. It is also one
of the most comprehensive in its explanations. I shall most certainly recommend the book to
colleagues." –Richard G. Petty, MD "a very good introduction to the basic theory of quantum
systems.... Dr. Georgiev’s book aptly prepares the reader to confront whatever might be in
store later." –from the Foreword by Prof. James F. Glazebrook, Eastern Illinois University This
book addresses the fascinating cross-disciplinary field of quantum information theory applied to
the study of brain function. It offers a self-study guide to probe the problems of consciousness,
including a concise but rigorous introduction to classical and quantum information theory,
theoretical neuroscience, and philosophy of the mind. It aims to address long-standing
problems related to consciousness within the framework of modern theoretical physics in a
comprehensible manner that elucidates the nature of the mind-body relationship. The reader
also gains an overview of methods for constructing and testing quantum informational theories
of consciousness.
In The Quantum Society authors Danah Zohar and Ian Marshall offer a compelling vision for
transforming society using the insights of quantum physics to illuminate their ideas. Diversity,
they suggest, is the creative evolutionary force, and the more diverse the society, the greater
the opportunity for transformation and growth. Their theory of cosmic and social evolution
allows us to discover the meaning and purpose of society through an appreciation and
understanding of pluralistic thinking. The result is an all-embracing social model that celebrates
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the dynamic unity that is possible when we work together to orchestrate and articulate our
interdependence. The quantum society is flexible, evolving, and ambiguous. In short, it reflects
the idea of society as a living system. The authors use the language of physics to provide the
images and metaphors appropriate for understanding the principles that inform this system,
bringing into focus our harmonious place within the natural world.
Presenting a look at the human mind's capacity while criticizing artificial intelligence, the author
makes suggestions about classical and quantum physics and the role of microtubules

Quantum Mind and Social ScienceCambridge University Press
Nature appears to be composed of two completely different kinds of things: rocklike
things and idealike things. The first is epitomized by an enduring rock, the second by a
fleeting thought. A rock can be experienced by many of us together, while a thought
seems to belong to one of us alone. Thoughts and rocks are intertwined in the unfolding
of nature, as Michelangelo's David so eloquently attests. Yet is it possible to under
stand rationally how two completely different kinds of things can interact with each
other? Logic says no, and history confirms that verdict. To form a rational
comprehension of the interplay between the matterlike and mind like parts of nature
these two components ought to be understood as aspects of some single primal stuff.
But what is the nature of a primal stuff that can have mind and matter as two of its
aspects? An answer to this age-old question has now been forced upon us. Physi cists,
probing ever deeper into the nature of matter, found that they were forced to bring into
their theory the human observers and their thoughts. Moreover, the mathematical
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structure of the theory combines in a marvelous way the features of nature that go with
the concepts of mind and matter. Although it is possible, in the face of this linkage, to
try to maintain the tra ditionallogical nonrelatedness of these two aspects of nature, that
endeavor leads to great puzzles and mysteries.
Quantum mechanics is a general theory of the motions, structures, properties, and
behaviors of particles of atomic and subatomic dimensions. While quantum mechanics
was created in the first third of the twentieth century by a handful of theoretical
physicists working on a limited number of problems, it has further developed and is now
applied by a great number of people working on a vast range of problems in wide areas
of science and technology. Basic Molecular Quantum Mechanics introduces quantum
mechanics by covering the fundamentals of quantum mechanics and some of its most
important chemical applications: vibrational and rotational spectroscopy and electronic
structure of atoms and molecules. Thoughtfully organized, the author builds up
quantum mechanics systematically with each chapter preparing the student for the
more advanced chapters and complex applications. Additional features include the
following: This book presents rigorous and precise explanations of quantum mechanics
and mathematical proofs. It contains qualitative discussions of key concepts with
mathematics presented in the appendices. It provides problems and solutions at the
end of each chapter to encourage understanding and application. This book is carefully
written to emphasize its applications to chemistry and is a valuable resource for
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advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students specializing in chemistry,
in related fields such as chemical engineering and materials science, and in some
areas of biology.
The book offers a fresh look on man, cultures, and societies built on the current
advances in the fields of quantum mechanics, quantum philosophy, and quantum
consciousness. The authors have developed an inspiring theoretical framework
transcending the boundaries of particular disciplines in social sciences and the
humanities. Quantum anthropology is a perspective, studying man, culture, and
humanity while taking into account the quantum nature of our reality. This framework
redefines current anthropological theory in a new light, and provides an interdisciplinary
overlap reaching to psychology, sociology, and consciousness studies. Contents 1.
Introduction: Why Quantum Anthropology? 2. Empirical and Nonempirical Reality 3.
Appearance, Frames, Intra-Acting Agencies, and Observer Effect 4. Emergence of Man
and Culture 5. Fields, Groups, Cultures, and Social Complexity 6. Man as Embodiment
7. Collective Consciousness and Collective Unconscious in Anthropology 8. Life
Trajectories of Man, Cultures and Societies 9. Death and Final Collapses of Cultures
and Societies 10. Language, Collapse of Wave Function, and Deconstruction 11. Myth
and Entanglement 12. Ritual, Observer Effect, and Collective Consciousness 13.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The mathematical formalism of quantum theory in terms of vectors and operators in
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infinite-dimensional complex vector spaces is very abstract. The definitions of many
mathematical quantities used do not seem to have an intuitive meaning, which makes it
difficult to appreciate the mathematical formalism and understand quantum mechanics.
This book provides intuition and motivation to the mathematics of quantum theory,
introducing the mathematics in its simplest and familiar form, for instance, with threedimensional vectors and operators, which can be readily understood. Feeling confident
about and comfortable with the mathematics used helps readers appreciate and
understand the concepts and formalism of quantum mechanics. This book is divided
into four parts. Part I is a brief review of the general properties of classical and quantum
systems. A general discussion of probability theory is also included which aims to help
in understanding the probability theories relevant to quantum mechanics. Part II is a
detailed study of the mathematics for quantum mechanics. Part III presents quantum
mechanics in a series of postulates. Six groups of postulates are presented to describe
orthodox quantum systems. Each statement of a postulate is supplemented with a
detailed discussion. To make them easier to understand, the postulates for discrete
observables are presented before those for continuous observables. Part IV presents
several illustrative applications, which include harmonic and isotropic oscillators,
charged particle in external magnetic fields and the Aharonov–Bohm effect. For easy
reference, definitions, theorems, examples, comments, properties and results are
labelled with section numbers. Various symbols and notations are adopted to
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distinguish different quantities explicitly and to avoid misrepresentation. Self-contained
both mathematically and physically, the book is accessible to a wide readership,
including astrophysicists, mathematicians and philosophers of science who are
interested in the foundations of quantum mechanics.
This book examines how major interpretations of quantum theory are progressing
toward a more unified understanding and experience of nature. It offers subtle insights
to address core issues of wave-particle duality, the measurement problem, the
mind/body problem, determinism/indeterminism/free will, and the nature of
consciousness. It draws from physics, consciousness studies, and ‘ancient Vedic
science’ to outline a new holistic interpretation of quantum theory. Accessible and
thought-provoking, it will be profoundly integrating for scholars and researchers in
science and technology, in philosophy, and also in South Asian studies.
Quantum mechanics stands as one of the most remarkable achievements of the 20th
century, providing startling insight into the nature of matter and a spectacularly
successful predictive theory. However, while the predictive ability of the quantum theory
has been rigorously tested time and again, so that it now satisfies any criterion of
reliability as a tool of scientific inquiry, fundamental difficulties remain with its
interpretation. The Mystery of the Quantum World, Second Edition introduces the
philosophical issues raised by the success of the quantum theory and lucidly outlines
the different points of view adopted by various physicists striving to understand the
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meaning underlying the theories used every day. The author encourages you to see
how the most successful of physical theories is relevant to issues outside physics.
Revised and expanded, this edition includes a new chapter that introduces the most
important of the recent developments in quantum theory. The authoritative selection of
topics ensures that readers already familiar with the first edition of the book will extend
their knowledge of quantum theory, and those with no previous knowledge acquire an
insight into this fascinating world.
The shift from scientific materialism to a multidimensional worldview in harmony with
the world’s great spiritual traditions • Articulates humanity’s critical choice--to be the
last decade of an outgoing, obsolete world, or the first of a new and viable one •
Presents a new “reality map” to guide us through the environmental, scientific, and
geopolitical upheavals we are experiencing Our world is in a Macroshift. The reality we
are experiencing today is a substantially new reality--climate change, global
corporations, industrialized agriculture--challenging us to change with our rapidly
changing world, lest we perish. In this book, Ervin Laszlo presents a new “reality map”
to guide us through the world shifts we are experiencing--the problems, opportunities,
and challenges we face individually as well as collectively--in order to help us
understand what we must do during this time of great transition. Science’s cutting edge
now views reality as broader, as multiple universes arising in a possibly infinite metauniverse, as well as deeper, extending into dimensions at the subatomic level. Laszlo
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shows that aspects of human experience that had previously been consigned to the
domain of intuition and speculation are now being explored with scientific rigor and
urgency. There has been a shift in the materialistic scientific view of reality toward the
multidimensional worldview of multiple interconnected realities long known by the
world’s great spiritual traditions. By understanding the interconnectedness of our
changing world as well as our changing “map” of the world, we can navigate with
insight, wisdom, and confidence.
Quantum Continuous Variables introduces the theory of continuous variable quantum
systems, from its foundations based on the framework of Gaussian states to modern
developments, including its applications to quantum information and forthcoming
quantum technologies. This new book addresses the theory of Gaussian states,
operations, and dynamics in great depth and breadth, through a novel approach that
embraces both the Hilbert space and phase descriptions. The volume includes
coverage of entanglement theory and quantum information protocols, and their
connection with relevant experimental set-ups. General techniques for non-Gaussian
manipulations also emerge as the treatment unfolds, and are demonstrated with
specific case studies. This book will be of interest to graduate students looking to
familiarise themselves with the field, in addition to experienced researchers eager to
enhance their understanding of its theoretical methods. It will also appeal to
experimentalists searching for a rigorous but accessible treatment of the theory in the
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Consisting of three parts, the first part deals with the application of quantum operator
methods to financial transactions and population dynamics. Part two develops physical
concepts, working from classical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics and leading to
an introduction of quantum information and its application to decision making. The final
part treats classical and quantum probability theory in some detail and deals, at a more
advanced level, with the impact of quantum probabilities on common knowledge and
common beliefs between agents in systems.
Quantum Mind. The Edge Between Physics and Psychology This is the second edition
with new preface from the author. In a single volume, Arnold Mindell brings together
psychology, physics, math, myth, and shamanism – not only mapping the way for nextgeneration science but also applying this wisdom to personal growth, group dynamics,
social and political processes, and environmental issues. Beginning with a discussion of
cultural impacts on mathematics, he presents esoteric but plausible interpretations of
imaginary numbers and the quantum wavefunction. In this context he discusses
dreams, psychology, illness, shape-shifting (moving among realities), and the selfreflecting Universe – bringing in not only shamanism but also the Aboriginal, Greek, and
Hindu myths and even sacred geometry from the Masonic orders and the Native
Americans. The book is enriched by several psychological exercises that enable the
reader to subjectively experience mathematics (counting, discounting, squaring,
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complex conjugating), physics (parallel worlds, time travel), and shamanism (shapeshifting).
Written by world experts in the foundations of quantum mechanics and its applications
to social science, this book shows how elementary quantum mechanical principles can
be applied to decision-making paradoxes in psychology and used in modelling
information in finance and economics. The book starts with a thorough overview of
some of the salient differences between classical, statistical and quantum mechanics. It
presents arguments on why quantum mechanics can be applied outside of physics and
defines quantum social science. The issue of the existence of quantum probabilistic
effects in psychology, economics and finance is addressed and basic questions and
answers are provided. Aimed at researchers in economics and psychology, as well as
physics, basic mathematical preliminaries and elementary concepts from quantum
mechanics are defined in a self-contained way.
Across intellectual disciplines, the ontological turn is restructuring how we think about
our relationships with the natural world. Influenced by the seemingly disparate realms of
indigenous philosophy and quantum physics, the turn invites us to think about intraactions and assemblages of human and nonhuman entities. This raises epistemological
questions about how we know about the world, and spotlights some of the problems
with how we currently do conventional social science research. Diffractive Ethnography
invites social scientists to consider alternate methodologies that account for the
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complexity of human behavior situated in larger environmental contexts. For both
novice and experienced researchers, this thought-provoking book opens new ways of
thinking about methodology and raises questions about the ethical and justice
orientations of our work.
There is an underlying assumption in the social sciences that consciousness and social
life are ultimately classical physical/material phenomena. In this groundbreaking book,
Alexander Wendt challenges this assumption by proposing that consciousness is, in
fact, a macroscopic quantum mechanical phenomenon. In the first half of the book
Wendt justifies the insertion of quantum theory into social scientific debates, introduces
social scientists to quantum theory and the philosophical controversy about its
interpretation, and then defends the quantum consciousness hypothesis against the
orthodox, classical approach to the mind-body problem. In the second half, he develops
the implications of this metaphysical perspective for the nature of language and the
Agent-Structure Problem in social ontology. Wendt's argument is a revolutionary
development which raises fundamental questions about the nature of social life and the
work of those who study it.
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